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INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P)overlay networks have
emerged as highly attractive, decentralised,
self-organising and distributed systems.
Many useful P2Papplications such as
distributed file systems [1-41, application-layer
multicast [5-81, and event notification
services'" 101 have been developed. P2P
overlay networks are normally independent
from the Internet infrastructure. Peers
communicate with each other regardless of
the position or the distance to the other
peer. Here the Internet is also called the
underlying network.
Some recent efforts have been made to
construct overlay networks that are aware of
the underlying network infrastructure 111.141.
Others, such as network distance
prediction!": 161, aim at providing physical
network topology information to improve
performance for wide-scale distributed
Internet applications including P2Psystems.
One method uses Ping or Traceroute utilities
to measure the distance (i.e. propagation
delay or latency) between any pair of
nodes'?'. This method is not scalable and
requires a very high number of
measurements (O(N) overhead, where N is
the number of nodes).
Another method, called 'Iandmarking' uses a
small number of well-known nodes, called
'landmarks', as a reference frame for other
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nodes to position them in the Internet. Each
node only needs to measure its distance to
these landmarks. 'Landmarking' is simple
and generates low overhead but might
cause hotspots at the landmarks in large-
scale systems.
There exist two fundamental problems with
the current generation of P2Pnetworks and
network distance prediction. Firstly, P2P
overlay networks do not adequately take
into consideration the physical underlying
infrastructure when constructing their
overlays. This results in poor utilisation of
the underlying network resources and high
end-to-end delay for applications. Secondly,
present network distance estimation services
require a certain level of external
information for the setup of landmarks. This
makes the resulting systems non-self-
organising and prone to the problem of
failure due to reliance on the landmarks.
In this paper, we propose a new scheme for
quickly and easily locating nodes in the
Internet, called Geographical Longest
Prefix Matching (Geo-LPM). The scheme
ingeniously combines two topologically-
informative parameters, the IP address and
the network distance. It will be shown that
Geo-LPM significantly reduces overheads
when compared to other schemes that use
only the network distance measurement, or
even to landmarking schemes [13,161. Geo-
LPM is distributed, scalable and self-
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organising whereas other IP prefix methods
are not because of their dependence on
centralised servers or external information
sources such as Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) routing tables.
LOCATING NODES
Geo-LPM locates nodes to regions (clusters).
A cluster consists of nodes that are close to
each other in terms of network proximity and
IP address prefix (longest common prefix).
Clusters are further organised into a
hierarchical manner by aggregating IP
prefixes.
In Geo-LPM, each cluster has a node that
acts as the routing node for the cluster,
termed an 'o-router'. Any node can become
an o-router and normally it is the first node
that establishes the cluster. After other nodes
join the cluster, it is preferable to choose a
node which remains online for long periods
and has a high bandwidth as the o-router for
the cluster.
An o-router does not serve like a 'super-peer'
as in a hierarchical P2P system or hybrid P2P
system [18, 19J (e.g. to index shared files).
Rather, the o-router mainly assists in locating
and routing between clusters to optimise the
overlay network, a 'super-peer' for a group of
peers can be chosen in the formed cluster.
Geo-LPM
We propose that the locating of nodes
should be based on the longest matching
prefix (LPM) and the geography/network
proximity/distance between the o-router and
other nodes in a cluster. Here, latency is
chosen as the distance metric, but
depending on the needs of the applications,
bandwidth or a combination of different
metrics can be substituted for latency as a
measure of the distance cost.
A cluster is defined by two essential pieces
of information:
1) A node's IP address which provides
valuable information about its network
membership, and
2) A node's proximity (i.e. latency) which
provides information about the node's
geographical location.
The idea behind Geo-LPM is that nodes that
are in the same physical network and
geographically close to each other should
belong to the same cluster. The first
piece of information is relevant for the
following reasons:
1) whenever a node is connected to the
Internet, it must have an IP address,
either permanently or temporarily for the
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connection session (dynamic/translated IP
address) and
2) nodes belonging to the same (sub-)
network1have the same (sub-)network
address r0rtion. In other words. they
share a longest common prefix.
Moreover, the use of Classless Inter-Domain
Routing (CIDR) for Internet routing helps
arrange the Internet into a hierarchical
structure 120,211• CIDR was designed tornake.
efficient use of the IP address space and
provide efficient Internet routing. ClDR
separates networks using a form of variable
network masks. We extend CIDR further by
using the longest common prefix (LCP)of the
IP addresses of joining nodes to partition
them into groups. These groups are further
examined to determine if they are
geographically close enough to form
clusters.
The second piece of information expresses
the notion of closeness in a physical
topological sense, e.g. as measured by
latency. We use a predefinced round-trip-
time (RTT)threshold between a node and its
longest prefix matched cluster to determine
whether it can be a member of the cluster.
The essential idea is to employ two
parameters to self-organise a cluster: one to
efficiently isolate/locate candidate peers for
a cluster, and another to make a final
decision on whether to join the peers to the
cluster by measuring the proximity between
the peers and the o-router of the cluster. We
believe that latency alone [11-14,22) is
inadequate to create an overlay network that
closely matches the topology of the
underlying IP network. Nodes that are close
in latency may in fact belong to different
networks. And if they are classified as
neighbours in the overlay network, physical
communication network resources will not be
used efficiently, since the communication is
inter-network rather than intra-network.
On the other hand, nodes with only a LCP
may not be close together due to non-
contiguous IP address allocation. Geo-LPM
addresses these problems and clusters peers
appropriately in a self-organising manner.
Geo-LPM locates peers simply and directly,
by virtue of ClDR routing and its hierarchical
IP address arrangement. Other schemes
either require landmarks such as GNP (161,
binning (13) and lighthouse [231, or a great
number of distant measurements for each
new node joining the overlay network to
reflect its physical location (11,231• TOPLUS (241
and Geo-LPM both make use of the
topological information available in the IP
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prefix to reduce the overhead. However
TOPLUS requires external information input
to extract the prefix while Geo-LPM does this
by calculating the common prefix of all peers
in a cluster. We stress that a peer's IP address
is only used for positioning the peer when it
first joins the overlay. The Domain Name
Service (DNS) plays no part in our overlay
construction scheme.
To locate the new node, we propose an IP
prefix tree as depicted in Figure 1. The IP
prefix tree consists of clusters with their
corresponding common prefixes arranged in
a CIDR hierarchy. A cluster is a set of nodes
that share LCP and are close to each other.
The Geo-LPM routing is based on the
longest prefix matching (LPM) rule. Clusters
at a higher level aggregate the addresses of
their child clusters.
Locating a new node
When a node, X (step 1 in Figure 1,
X=00011), joins the overlay network, it
contacts any overlay node. This node then
forwards the join request from X to its 0-
router. This o-router will check the number of
IP common bits between X and all IP
addresses of other o-routers in its IP tree
child list. If there is a cluster that shares
longer common bits with X than the present
cluster, it will forward X's join request to that
node.
However, in this case, there is no match
between X:00011 and c1uster:11*, so the 0-
router at cluster 11* forwards the join request
from X to its parent (step 2 in Figure 1).
This procedure is repeated until the join
request of X reaches a cluster that shares the
LCP with X (step 3 in Figure 1). This is similar
to routing in the Internet based on the
longest prefix matching (LPM) rule of
C1DR[251.
The differentiating feature of Geo-LPM is
that the new node will now measure its
distance to the o-router of the cluster that it
shares the LCP.From this distance value, the
new node may join the cluster or create a
new cluster, if the distance is smaller or
greater respectively than a predefined
distance threshold, T.
The PseudoCode of the Geo-LPM can be
found in [261.
O-router backup
The departure of a child node will only
impact its local cluster. Since an o-router
plays a critical role in providing routing
functions for the cluster on the overlay, it
should be backed up and replicated (at least
the routing information part) so that the
cluster is vacated only if all nodes in the
cluster leave the overlay. It is preferable to
choose a node which remains online for long
periods and has a high bandwidth as a
backup o-router.
When an o-router leaves the overlay, the
backup node will replace it and take overthe
routing functionality for the cluster. The
simulation shows that with our clustering
method, most of the child nodes still remain
in the cluster. In other words, nodes in the
cluster share LCP,and are not only close to
the o-router but also close to each other.
*3. reach the
destinationCluster/\~
based on the LPM " ,2. forward to
routing rule" ',parent, ,
,'0* 1*',
l\' '>: 1.joinfromJI' \\ 0~011~
JJ'l\/OO" 0101' ;01' 11' -.
0001* 001* 10100* 111*
Fig 1 - An example of LPM routing
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Cluster size
Geo-LPM reflects closely the underlying
network through the proximity metric
(geography) and the use of the LPM rule.
The size of a Geo-LPM cluster therefore,
depends on the number as well as the
density of participating nodes in the
underlying physical network. To reduce the
stress on the o-routers, large clusters can
self-divide into smaller. clusters by
1) further grouping nodes-which have
further longer common prefixes; and
2) choosing peers which have high
bandwidth connections and low latency
as the o-routers of the new clusters when
splitting the original cluster.
Significance of Geo-LPM
With the LPM and an appropriate latency
threshold, peers in the same cluster often
belong to the same physical network. In so
doing, our topologically-aware clustering
scheme reduces unnecessary inter-physical
network communication and hence optimises
the use of the underlying network resources
by minimising the number of packets
travelling over WAN links. As a consequence,
communication within a cluster, such as file
sharing in SkipNet [27J or a relay multicast
server [6-8. 281 to clients within a cluster, does
not require packets to cross different physical
networks and cause delay unnecessarily.
Geo-LPM ensures that if there is any other
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live overlay node belonging to the same
physical network with the new node, then
they will either belong to the same cluster, or
become neighbours on the overlay network
depending on whether their distance is
smaller or greater than the predefined
threshold T. Geo-LPM also eliminates the
migration of a node to different clusters [221.
This is because the node and other clusters
do not share a longest common prefix (LCP),
which means that they are less likely to be in
the same physical network. Therefore, the
node should not generate extra traffic
(overhead) in measuring its distance to other
clusters to which it should not belong.
The threshold value T can accommodate a
certain fluctuation level of latency
measurements. If a node has higher latency
to its o-router than T because of changes in
traffic condition, it may leave the current
cluster and form its own cluster. On the other
hand, clusters sharing LCPwith less than T
distance can merge together. However, we
have not simulated these traffic condition
changes in this paper.
It can be seen that our scheme is simpler
than existing schemes. It does not require
any landmarks or a large number of
proximity measurements or external routing
information. All o-routers maintain the IP
prefix tree by keeping track of their parent
and child clusters. In IPv4, the height of the
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Fig 2 - Number of clusters vs. Threshold
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be 32/1092k, where k is a degree of k-ary
tree of IP addresses in the CIDR hierarchy.




We have used the J-Sim [291 network
simulator to evaluate Geo-LPM. To simulate
the underlying network, we imported transit-
stub network topologies generated by GT-- ..
ITM network generator [301• All the underlying
network communication is driven by the J-
Sim mechanism. Geo-LPM operates at the
application layer; each node joining the
overlay has an attached application
component on top of the basic node class
via a UDP port.
All the simulation results were averaged over
20 different runs. For each run, a random
bootstrapping node is chosen; nodes join
the overlay network in random order.
Simulation Results
Number of clusters vs. different value of
latency threshold
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the
number of clusters and the latency threshold
as a parameter to decide whether the new
node should join its LCP cluster or not. We
used 68 nodes in the simulation. The
threshold, T, varies from 2ms to 200ms. As
expected, when T is negligible, every node
forms its own cluster and the number of
clusters equals the number of nodes on the
overlay. On the other hand, when T is very
large, every node will belong to just one
cluster.
Effects of CIDR and Geo-LPM on the
average distance (latency) between peers
Figure 3 shows the average latency/distance
(DAvg) between nodes against the different
threshold, T. The average distance between
nodes is defined as the ratio of the sum of
the distances between all peers and their
local o-routers as well as between o-routers
along' CIDR tree to the number of nodes on
the overlay.
DAvg =(f Clurd ij +i=~bijJ)N
1=1 j=O l=l,j=1
where:
N the number of nodes;
M the number of clusters
k the degree of k-ary tree of IP.
addresses
dij the distance between a-router i topeer j in the cluster i
Dij the distance between o-router i toall its IP child a-routers 0> along
the IP tree
M ClliSterSiz the sum of the total distance
L Ldij between an a-router and all other
;=1 j=I;J peers in the cluster, summed
over all clusters.
i;M;]=1c the total distance betweens», a-routers and their IP child
i=l;j=1 a-routers along the IP tree.
This result demonstrates one of the
advantages in using Geo-LPM. Geo-LPM
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Fig 3 - Effects of Geo-LPM and ClDR on the average distance (latency) between peers
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reduces the average distance between
nodes to less than 50ms, whereas the
average distance between two nodes in
many existing P2P networks using pure
Distributed Hash Tables [31, 32J is of the order
of few hundreds milliseconds.
Effectiveness of Geo-LPM
This measure is defined as the number of
peers that can be located correctly over the
total number of clustered peers against the
threshold T. By correct location, we mean all
peers in a cluster belong to the same
physical network, so that clusters match with
physical networks.
As expected, when T is too small, there will
not be any clustered peers. Routing of Geo-
LPM becomes LPM in a CIDR hierarchy. If T is
too high, one cluster could cover multiple
physical networks and incorrect location
peers would exist. From Figure 4, when the
threshold T is around 60 ms, Geo-LPM
achieves highest effectiveness with correctly
located peers of more than 80% of the total
number of nodes, and no incorrect location
peers.
Comparisons with the binning technique
Figure 5 shows the effectiveness of the
binning method [13J against the number of
landmarks by counting the number of peers
which have identical bins and are in the same
physical networks. To achieve 50 correctly
located peers as Geo-LPM, binning requires
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more than 7 landmarks. However the
overhead of Geo-LPM is equal to the one of
binning with only two landmarks as indicated
in Figure 6. The overhead of binning is
calculated by the number of nodes (N) times
the number of landmarks (H) times 2 for the
ping and pong messages. The overhead of
Geo-LPM is defined as the total number of
messages which are generated to locate
nodes.
We also measure levers-of physical matching
of binning by calculating the average latency
between pairs of nodes which have identical
bins. Table 2 describes binning with different
numbers of landmarks, number of bins and
average distance.
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Table 1: Binning result summary
Geo-LPM reduces the average distance
between nodes whilst keeping the overhead
very low (as indicated in Figure 6).
The effectiveness of binning depends on the
number of landmarks. However landmark
setup and maintenance is a restrictive point
-+-. Total number of peers
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Fig. 4 - Effectiveness of Geo-LPM
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of the landmarking technique because the
system is prone to the problem of landmark
failure. It is remarkable that Geo-LPM has
high effectiveness but does not require any
external information sources or landmark
setup, therefore Geo-LPM is self-organising
and adaptive to topology changes.
LPM routing of TOPLUS [24) is a special case
of Geo-LPM when the threshold T is very
small, every node-forms its-OwnduSler and
Geo-LPM routing becomes LPM routing.
The major advantages of Geo-LPM over
TOPLUS include:
1) Geo-LPM does not use any external
information sources such as BGP routing
tables;
2) Routing tables of nodes of Geo-LPM are
small.
3) Nodes in a cluster can form a 'virtual'
node to backup each other and to
accommodate a certain level of dynamic
node participation and departure. Peers
leaving and joining overlays produce only
local effects. When T is 60 rns, clusters
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FURTHER WORK
Because of non-contiguous IP address
allocation, clusters that share a longest
common prefix may not be geographically
close to each other. In a future paper, we will
present how an o-router of a new cluster
could explore the underlying network
infrastructure to find its location. All other
peers in the cluster will follow the local 0-
router, so this would be a scalable way to
geographically locate nodes:-
CONCLUSION
Current P2P overlay networks are faced with
the underlying network mismatching
problem that causes high end-to-end latency
and inefficient network resource usage. We
responded to this challenging performance
issue by proposing the simple Geo-LPM
scheme for effectively locating nodes in the
Internet.
Geo-LPM creates clusters that closely match
the physical network by considering both the
addressing/routing scheme of the Internet,
and the network proximity/geography. As a
result, a new node can locate itself quickly
without using landmarks or a large number
of proximity measurements.
Our Node Location Scheme of Geo-LPM is
shown to be a simple and effective way of
locating nodes in the Internet with respect to
their geographical location and their network
membership. Geo-LPM is decentralised and
self-organising with low overhead.
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